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Figure 11: Overview: households

- Morning
- Afternoon
- HH works, Buys
- And balances books
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$V'(a_1) < 0$

$V'(a_2) > 0$
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The equilibrium is given by the following equations
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The value function $V(a)$ is shown in the diagram. The slope at $a_1 < 0$ is given by $(1 + \tau)v$.
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\[ V(a) \]

\[ a_1 < 0 \]

\[ a_2 > 0 \]

slope $\nu$

slope $(1 + \tau)\nu$
3. Interesting Properties of the Static Equilibrium
With piecewise linear $V$

$$\frac{\nu'(\ell)}{U'(c)} \left\{ 1 + (1 - \mu) \left[ \frac{V'(-p(c-X))}{V'(w\ell - p(c-X))} \right] - 1 \right\} = F'(\ell)$$
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- Full employment
- Unemployment
- No employment
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  - “Multiplier > 1”
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Figure 17: Proposition 3, Consumption as function of $X$. 
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Definition: Deficient demand is a situation where
- increased demand by one agent would favor increased demand by other agents,
- a feasible coordinated increased in demand by all agents would leave everyone better off.

Proposition 4
When the economy is in the unemployment regime ($X^* < X < X^{**}$), there is deficient demand.
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**Proposition 5 (Welfare)**

- *If the economy is the unemployment regime and if $\tau$ is large enough (close enough to $\bar{\tau}$),*
- *then an increase in $X$ leads to a fall in welfare.*
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Figure 18: Welfare as function of $X$
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Introducing government spending (continued)

Proposition 6 (Fiscal Multipliers)

- An increase in $G_n$ has no effect
- An increase in $G_w$ increases activity.
- The multiplier $de/dG_w$ is
  - greater than one in the unemployment regime
  - smaller than one in the full-employment regime
Proposition 7 (Fiscal policy and welfare)

- *In the unemployment regime*
- *in the zone where a fall in X would increase welfare,*
- *an increase in $G_w$ will increase welfare.*
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Dynamic Setup

- An infinite number of periods $t$,
- Each period consists of a morning and an afternoon
- The only financial trade is between morning and afternoon by assumption

\[ X_{t+1} = (1 - \delta)X_t + \gamma e_t \]
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Figure 19: Global Dynamics when $\beta = 0$

\[
-c'(X_t) < \frac{1 - \delta - \gamma}{\gamma} < -c'(X_t) < \frac{2 - \delta - \gamma}{\gamma} < -c'(X_t) > \frac{2 - \delta - \gamma}{\gamma}
\]
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- Welfare today would be increased by stimulating demand today.
- But this would imply higher $X$ tomorrow,
- And therefore lower consumption in all subsequent periods until the liquidation is complete.
- This tradeoff is aimed at capturing the tension between the Keynesian and Hayekian prescriptions in recession.
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- When $X$ is high, the economy will converge with the SS with inefficiently low demand on the way.
- Welfare today would be increased by stimulating demand today.
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Proposition 8 (Aggregate demand management is desirable)

- Suppose the economy is in steady state in the unemployment regime.
- Then, to a first-order approximation, a (feasible) change in the path of expenditures from this steady state equilibrium will increase the present discounted value of expected welfare ...
- ... if and only if it increases the presented discounted sum of the resulting expenditure path, $\sum_{i=0}^{\infty} \beta^i e_{t+i}$.
- Aggregate demand management is therefore desirable.
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